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Vision
Our sights are set high and we know how to reach the stars. We have realized our 
strengths and capabilities for becoming the client’s most preferred partner chosen for 
designing eminence and delivering excellence, and envision ourselves as growing into the 
second-to-none player in the engineering and construction industry in the region.

Mission
We pursue our business vision with passion and the will to excel. To this end, we have 
defined our mission as; Ensuring the client the highest quality of service, promptly on 
schedule and in conformance to requirements and budgetary specifications. Establishing a 
proactive partnership with the client to provide prompt and perfect solutions for their 
needs and guarantee value for money. Enabling our own growth and success as a team 
through innovative spirit, strategic thinking, technical and managerial competence and an 
uncompromising passion for excellence.

“Global vision regional insight”

Who we are
We have evolved a comprehensive corporate core philosophy to help us achieve our goal. This involves 
optimization of all resources, prioritizing sustainability through clean technologies, conforming to all 
relevant industrial benchmarks, inspiring collective responsibility, ensuring transparency at all activity 
levels, maintaining a hazard-free work environment and, above all, contributing to a better future for 
everyone directly or indirectly associated with our organization.

About us
If building solid structures is our business, building enduring bonds is our essence. We focus on 
harmonizing competence and commitment to bring the best out of every project that we undertake 
and always strive to live up to our belief that every business contract is a gateway to a relationship 
for life. Being young has a distinctive advantage of being agile and adaptable. Our people come from 
divergent professional backgrounds, enabled with long years of experience in the Gulf and expertise in 
serving the specific engineering and construction needs of the region.

Silverwood Engineering & Construction engages in a wide spectrum of activities covering turnkey 
construction of buildings and super structures, infrastructure development, MEP works as well as 
specific E&C aspects of sectors such as oil & gas, power, water and urban utilities. We offer innovative 
solutions to client needs  maintaining high standards of quality, consistency, professionalism 
and sustainability. From conceptualization to completion, Silverwood ensures total conformance to 
customer specifications and timelines and our project management expertise guarantees world 
class quality with cost effectiveness.            
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Health and Safety Policy
Comply with the requirements of the Health and Safety Management System in line with 
Environmental Agency Abu Dhabi (EAD) Health and Safety management system and to 
continually improve its effectiveness through regular self-assessment and performance 
measurement.

Undertake activities without compromising or causing conflict with other EHS principles and 
objectives.

Integrate health and safety considerations into decisions to ensure that the measures adopted 
are cost effective and compiling with the requirements of ISO 9001:2008, ISO 14001:2004 and 
OHSAS 18001:2007 progressively for continual improvement of efficiency and effectiveness.

Improve personal skills and competencies of our employees on health, safety and environment 
through training and development programs to ensure that the health, diversity and produc-
tivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future generations in 
order to achieve sustainable development.

Provide a safe and healthy working environment by identifying hazards, assessing the risk 
and determining controls in areas of work.

Establish, Implement, communicate and continually measure the 
achievement of our approved quality, health, safety and 
environmental objectives & targets of our stated policy.

Comply with all current legislative and regulatory 
requirements applicable on Kelvin Gulf’s scope of work.

Environmental Policy
Provide the management with the necessary structure and resources, identify the control and 
monitor all company operations in order to minimize the impact of its activities on the 
environment.

Hold all levels of management, supervision and line staff responsible for sound environmental 
management and development of positive attitudes in themselves and those they manage.

Comply in full with all applicable environmental legislation.

Establish and periodically review measurable objectives targets and associated management 
programs.

Develop and maintain emergency procedures in cooperation, wherever necessary, with other 
operating companies, local authorities and emergency services.

Good environmental performance is integral to the business and therefore 
it will be treated as a primary business objective.

Together for

SUSTAINABILITY
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Our services
Construction of Temporary Facilities
SILVERWOOD is a major player in construction of temporary 
facilities such as site offices, labor camps, mosques, sports 
facilities etc.

Steel Structures
SILVERWOOD provides engineering, design, fabrication and erection 
of steel structures from single to multi span structures and we 
have a track record of completing the project ahead of the time.

Engineering and Design
Our engineering and design expertise extends across construction, 
refurbishment and maintenance of overhead lines for power utilities 
ranging from LV to 400kV networks. We are ready to meet the most 
challenging client needs of overhead line refurbishment and construction 
from LV Ariel Bundled Conductor (ABC) replacement through 33kV (38kV), 
132kV (110kV) to 275kV lines, and at higher voltage levels.

Landscaping
With a multitalented team of experts SILVERWOOD Landscaping is 
capable of bringing your dream garden to reality including the 
construction of pergola, gazebo, decks, gardening, swimming pools, 
Irrigation systems, outdoor and garden lighting, tile work etc.

Pipeline Installations
DI and HDPE pipelines installation & maintenance services for 
potable water, irrigation, firefighting, storm water & sewer 
networks of pipe size ranging from 20 mm to 1600 mm. Our 
team is trained and expetised in all kinds of pipeline works 
including Butt fusion welding, Electro fusion welding, Socket 
welding & Extrusion welding etc. 

Electro – Mechanical
Electrical, HAVC, Plumbing, Fire Fighting, Central Gas system, 
Hydraulic and Pneumatic installation, Repair and Maintenance 
projects in villa’s, hospitals, hotels, airport ,industrial sheds, 
commercial complex/shopping malls, multistory buildings.

General Civil Works
Our activities are mainly infrastructure projects, 
Labour Accommodations, Industrial ware house, 
Cold storages, including Civil Construction are 
Residential & Commercial Buildings, Investment 
Villas, ,Warehouses and Luxury Private Villas.

Earth Work
SILVERWOOD provides all types of earthworks 
which include roads, land grading to reconfigure 
the topography of a site, or to stabilize slopes, 
surface or sub surface earthwork, site 
development, etc.
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Our services
Over Head Transmission
Silverwood has the expertise in the construction, refurbishment 
and maintenance of overhead lines for power utilities ranging 
from LV to 400kV networks. We undertake overhead line 
refurbishment and construction through 33kV, 110kV, 132kV to 
275kV lines. 

Testing & Commissioning
Electrical testing and commissioning LV and HV cable fault location and 
repair Fault level and protection grading studies Site health and safety 
management 24/7 Emergency response agreements.

Street Lighting
Installation and maintenance of lamp, ballast and photocell; 
installation of a light pole and/or luminary arms; complete fixture 
replacement, Including repair of the conduit, junction boxes, cable 
works and feeder pillar maintenance, installation and repair of 
concrete foundations etc.

HV Sub Stations
Our engineers and electricians are trained in the construction 
and refurbishment of substations from 11kV to 400kV. Our 
employees are skilled and highly experienced in the 
construction and maintenance of networks from LV to 
400kV. We provide project management resources for 
installation, commissioning and technical support.

Project Management / Post Contract Services
Facility Management of public & private Pumping stations, Treatment 
Plants, Diesel Power Plants etc. Routine, preventive and Responsive 
Maintenance for Buildings, Pumping stations, Treatment Plants, 
Power Plants and sub-stations. Maintenance of Transmission 
& Distribution Networks, Water and Wastewater facilities.

Design & Authority Approvals
We, at SILVERWOOD, deliver fully integrated consultancy services 
under one roof from inception thru handing over of the project 
making cultural/traditional and sustainable contributions to the 
society while meeting/exceeding the expectations of the Clients/end 
users through our multidisciplinary expert team of architects, interior 
designers, engineers, specialist professional associates, contracts 
specialists, quantity surveyors, PMC specialists etc.

Procurement
Silver wood supplies a wide range of high, medium and low 
voltage equipment to meet customer-specific requirements 
for power generation, transmission and distribution. When 
procuring equipment and materials, Kelvin Gulf will select 
suitable suppliers of the item to be purchased from among 
registered ADDC /ADCO group suppliers. 
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Utilities Design Services

Silver Woods Engineering & Construction’s expertise 
extends to all types of utilities. 

Our main focus -  Efficient and Sustainable Design
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Major Projects Completed

24 km water network  & 
pumping station EPC works 
for CPEC Habshan camp, 
under ADNOC Bab 
Integrated Facilities Project    
Design, ADDC approval, Supply and 
Installation of 24.5 kilometre DN 315mm 
HDP pipeline  as per ADDC regulations. 
Water demand approval from ADDC for 
316,800 Imperial Gallon drinking water per 
day to China Petroleum Engineering and 
Construction Corporation camp.

Shuweihat S3 Power Plant 
1600 Mv – ADWEA 
(Abu Dhabi Water & Electricity)

The S3 power plant at Shuweihat, Ruwais, 
is the ninth project in ADWEA’s 
programme of Public Private Partnership 
developments. To be run by Shuweihat 
Asia Power Company [SAPCO] and 
producing 1600MW of power, it will satisfy 
upto 15% of the demand for Abu Dhabi 
Emirate. 

Etihad Rail is building an extensive national network with freight terminals, distribution centres and depots 
located close to major transport hubs, trade centres, warehouses, and storage facilities across the UAE, including 
Mussafah, ICAD, Khalifa Port, KIZAD, Jebal Ali Free Zone, Dubai South, Port of Fujairah and Saqr Port. The 
Etihad Rail network will also connect with the GCC railway system, creating a 
region-wide network.

With a massive 417 km2 of prime industrial land to be developed it provides a wealth of 
opportunity on a global scale. Silver woods is one of the first consultants engaged in developing 
the first stage of the project with pre-built warehouses in two packages with a show warehouse. 
Silver woods prepared further designs for projects in KIZAD Zone A – manufacturing facilities with 
warehouse and offices completed in the second half of 2013.

Etihad Rail, Shah–Habshan 
Ruwais Railway Crossings
33kV and 11kV Overhead lines relocation, 
Design, NOC,s and authorities approvals.

Etihad Rail’s 1,200 km network from the 
border of Saudi Arabia to the border of 
Oman. The network will run from 
Ghuweifat to Abu Dhabi, Dubai and the 
Northern Emirates with major connecting 
points in between.

Water network testing & commissioning for 24.5 kilo meter DN 315mm HDP pipeline to 
China Petroleum Engineering and Construction Corporation Camp. Safe and secure water to 
drink for 7,000 persons.

Our sister company German Gulf Engineering Consultants (GGEC) has carried out design and 
approval for 40 buildings and enabling works for the site and are proud to be associated with 
this high-efficiency combined cycle power plant and Siemens Environmental portfolio.

Logistics Park for Abu 
Dhabi Port KIZAD 
105 pre-built warehouses
KIZAD is a world class industrial complex 
located in tandem with one of the 
world’s most advanced ports and an 
integral part of the Abu Dhabi Economic 
Vision 2030. 
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Major Projects Completed

Tradex Factory And 
Showroom (Mussafah)
A manufacturing facility for 
scaffolding, showroom and offices for 
Tradex LLC serving the Construction 
/Oil Sector and Event Industry in the 
Middle East. 

Street Lighting 14 M poles 
(E30-Culvert, Al Ain)
Design, Authority approvals, Supervision, 
Testing & Commissioning as per ADDC to 
install 14m high poles with 1x1000 w 
sodium vapor lamp on both sides of the 
highway, resulting in four rows of lights 
placed at 40m interval.

Bridgeway Warehouse & 
Office Buildings, 
Abu Dhabi
Total 1800 sq.m development including 
500 sq.m office space and 800 sq.m 
warehousel

Being one of the largest in the Middle East, to deliver 500 million cubic feet per day of clean gas by late 
2014 creating sustainable wealth for citizens of UAE far into the future. Silver woods has provided the 
designs and approvals for two projects so far in this development, being 24km of 33kV Overhead Power 
Lines and also civil works and street lighting to facilitate the transport of gas storage vessels to the site.

A new 1800 m.sq development including 500 m.sq offices on the first floor with five shop 
units below and an 800 m.sq warehouse in Mussafah where Silver Woods provided the 
design and obtained all approvals. Project is now under construction.

Shah Gas Development 
Project, Abu Dhabi
The Abu Dhabi Gas Development 
Company (Al Hosn Gas) developed the 
Shah Gas field, located 210 km south 
west of Abu Dhabi city

Being constructed by Profiles RH the project covers 3000 m.sq in all and was 
completed in 2013.

►  ismantling of two existing 30m high mast light poles complete with foundation 
►  Installation of new temporary light poles low mast with all necessary related works
► Civil works related to temporary asphalt and gatch  road
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Software Proficiency

Software
Proficiency

Utility
Water CAD / Storm CAD / Sewer CAD
Culvert Master / ETAP / Dialux

Roads & Highways
Civil 3D

Bridge 
Staad Pro / Etabs / AP2000  / Midas civil
Robot structural analysis / SAFE / Prokon

Landmark Success

Our achievements are concrete 
examples of creative capabilities 
and technical  expertise.

Every one of these prestige's projects reflect the 
trust and confidence of premier clients and an 
emphatic statement of our involvement with the 
nation’s progress. 
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Our Indian operations

Our Strategic Partners

International specialist 
engineering consultancy

Member firm of Rodney Fitch Associates and 
partners of retal consultancy and aviation projects

Steffian Bradley Architects with offices in the UK, 
USA, Canada and China, a desighend led firm 
specialising in public sector buildings and 
recognised for Healthcare, corporate, 
Commercial and Education

Concept Architect with an 
international reputation

Concept master planners with wide 
experience in the region

Equipment

Equipment Quantity

Hiab 8

Excavator 9

Manlift  2

Trailer  2

Dumper  7

Dozer  3

Roller  2

Water Tanker  2

Truck  1

Jcb  2
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Vehicles

Vehicle Quantity

Double Cabin Pick-uP  2

30 Seater Coaster Bus   1

Single Ton Pick-up   12

Toyota Hiace   1

4 Wheel Drive   10

66 Seater Bus   4

22 Seater Bus   1

Saloon Cars   5

Trailer   4
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